Sidewalk Ramp Pay Items

The pay item “Sidewalk Ramp, ADA” was originally introduced to incorporate the detectable warning requirement into the payment for the sidewalk ramp. The pay item for “Detectable Warning, Retrofit” was also introduced for separate payment of surface applied products, placed on existing sidewalk ramps.

In order to account for true detectable warning quantities that occur with various sidewalk ramp widths and types, the pay items were revised. This was implemented by the Frequently Used Special Provision 03SP803(A), approved 09-08-2010.

Beginning with projects submitted for the December 2010 letting, these pay items have been made obsolete and replaced with the following;

Sidewalk Ramp .............................................. Square Foot
Detectable Warning Surface ..............................Foot

Designers should estimate separate quantities for all detectable warnings based on length of the standard two foot width detectable warnings.